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Experience Peer-Review With SRJ

About Author
Tierra Holmes graduated from the University of North Carolina at Charlotte with a B.A. in History and a B.A. in Art History. She served as the editor-in-chief (EIC) of Sanskrit Literary-Arts Magazine during her senior year as an undergraduate and is excited to serve as the EIC of SRJ as well. She anticipates graduating from SJSU’s MLIS program this Spring.
In our welcome video to Master of Library and Information Science (MLIS) students completing San Jose State University’s (SJSU) introductory course on information communities, we discussed the importance of peer-review as a standard for ensuring the integrity of academic research (SLIS Student Research Journal, 2021). With this in mind, the Student Research Journal (SRJ) has renewed its commitment to providing a valuable experience to both our readers and graduate students in Library and Information Science (LIS) and related fields who wish to experience peer-review and academic publishing. The editors and authors who have tirelessly worked to make this issue possible have demonstrated an astounding dedication to SRJ’s vision, despite enduring the unprecedented circumstances wrought by living through a global pandemic.

Dr. Mary K. Bolin, a lecturer at SJSU and Professor Emeritus at University of Nebraska—Lincoln Libraries, has contributed a wonderfully thought-provoking piece on academic libraries as collaborative spaces. Her study explores the relationship between writing centers and libraries at public research universities as part of a logical evolution of library services.

SJSU MLIS candidate Mateo Campos-Seligman offers an insightful review of Campana and Mills' *Create, Innovate, and Serve: A Radical Approach to Children's and Youth Programming*. Campos-Seligman discusses how Campana and Mills build upon work by Dresang to develop a progressive new resource for children’s and youth services librarians and identifies areas of further study.

Jessica Nombrano Larsen, another SJSU MLIS candidate, provides a discerning review of Leung and Lopez-McKnight’s exceedingly relevant *Knowledge Justice: Disrupting Library and Information Studies Through Critical Race Theory*. Larsen discusses Leung and Lopez-McKnight’s use of Critical Race Theory (CRT) to confront the lack of diversity in the LIS field and offers suggestions for further research and how the book could be used to educate future LIS students.

This issue, though succinct, is a testament to both the skill and passion cultivated by students at SJSU’s School of Information. After 10 years of excellence, we hope that you, our supporters and readers, will continue to be part of the SRJ experience as we endeavor to become a valuable resource for graduate LIS writing at SJSU and abroad. We look forward to forging meaningful connections with students as they begin their journey into academic publishing, for decades to come.
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We would also like to offer our sincere gratitude to the Faculty Advisory Board, led by iSchool Director Dr. Anthony Chow and Associate Director Dr. Linda Main, for their continued support. By enabling students across the globe to experience the peer-review process, SRJ also hopes to uphold the values of our institution and increase SJSU’s research profile by establishing our journal as a premiere source for graduate research in LIS and related fields.
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